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Dear Families,
We miss your children and wish we could have them at school. This booklet was 
made to help your children keep reading, learning and thinking while schools 
are closed. We hope you find it helpful. 

Important Notes:
● Daily and weekly schedules are included for you to use if it is helpful. 

Children respond well to a consistent routine. 
● We recommend a balance of academic, play, rest and meal time.  Learning 

should be fun!
● Don’t spend too long on one thing! Break the activities up over the course of 

the day. Alternate active tasks with table work. 
● This is not required. Take it at your own pace! You can choose to do some 

activities or all of them. If your child likes an activity, you can repeat it. 
● You received a packet of cut and reuse materials with the first book. There 

are some more materials to cut and reuse with this book. 

                                  Your Teachers
Love, 
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Use words 
or pictures!

Early Childhood Sample Schedules
Tuesday

Breakfast

Make a Plan for the Day

Reading and Writing

Play

Math

Motor/Sensory

Lunch and Rest

Recycle

Celebration of Learning

First Then

It doesn’t 
have to be 

perfect!

Plan all 
day or just 

a few 
things.
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When you work on writing numerals, you can use the 
Numeral Song to remember how to form them. 

The Numeral Song
To the tune of “Skip to My Lou”
Repeat each line 3 times

Come right down and that is all.
Come right down and that is all.
Come right down and that is all.
To the make the numeral one. 

2 - Curve around and slide to the right…
3 - Curve in and around again…
4 - Down, over, down some more…
5 - Down, around, put on a hat…
6 - Curve in and around again…
7 - Slide to the right and slant it down…
8 - Make an s then close the gate…
9 - Circle around then come right down…
10 - Come right down, then make a zero

We can sing the “Numeral Song”...
And make numerals all day long! 

More ways to practice Numeral Writing

● Sky write the numerals in the air using 
pointer and index fingers or use other body 
parts such as an elbow, foot, nose, etc. 

● Do invisible writing on each other’s backs.

● Make writing wands out of a stick to make 
the numerals in the air.

● Use the tracing cards in the booklet to trace 
with a finger, chopstick, eraser or cover 
with play doh!

● Squirt shaving cream on a table and ask 
children to write numerals. They can draw 
shapes also!

● Trace numerals in sand.

Adapted from Dr. Jean
http://drjeanandfriends.blogspot.com

Numerals



Reading Together Book Questions
As you read with your child, here are some questions to help guide learning and conversation about the stories. Pick 

one or two each time you read. Shared enjoyment of reading is one the building blocks for lifelong readers. 

Happy Reading!

As you read the title of the book to your child, ask them to count the words of the title. Ask them to point to the 
words in the title. Talk about what he/she sees on the cover. 

Read the author’s name and tell them the author wrote the story. Read the illustrator’s name and tell them the 
illustrator is the one who drew the pictures. 

As you read the story, move your finger along the line of words so they can see how print is read. Stop and talk 
about the pictures on each page and/or identify specific letters they know on each page.

As you talk about the pictures you can include counting items on the page or describing where things are located 
using words such as: next to/beside, under, above, around, behind, in/out 

Talk about words that rhyme (have the same sound at the end of the word, such as: fun/sun, bird/third).

If there is a problem in the story, talk about the problem and ways it can be solved. How do 
the characters feel?

After reading the book, review who was in the book and what happened using the words 
first, next, then and last. 

If you re-read it on another day, ask your child what he/she remembers about the book 
before you begin reading. 

Can you make real-life connections with the book?  For example: talk about your child 
getting a haircut as you read Even Monsters Need Haircuts, or talk about what your child 
has seen or done at a park as you read At the Park.  8



Early Childhood
Learning Activities: 

May 11-15
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Monday, May 11 

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Rhyme Time!

Read the Nursery Rhyme of the 
Week: Jack Be Nimble.

Can you pick out the words that 
rhyme?  (quick-candlestick)

Can you make a list or draw 
pictures of other words that 

rhyme?

Review this nursery rhyme several 
times over the week. Use your 

child’s name in place of Jack and 
have he/she act it out.

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Number Train

Remember when you made an 
alphabet train? Now let’s make a 

number train.

Put the numeral cards in order 
from 1-10 to count forward. 

Make the train longer by 
counting down from 10-1. 

Now make the train even longer 
by counting forward again. 
Keep counting forward and 

backward until you use up all 
the numeral cards.

Point and count the whole train.
You can make a train with the 

1-20 numeral cards too. 

Your train might look like this:

Numeral Writing Worksheet

Letter Tracing

Use your finger to trace the 
letters of your name.  Say 
the name of the letter as 

you trace it. 

Use the large letter tracing 
cards or your name card. 

Set up a Home 
Recycling Center
Have your child 

determine if  an item 
goes in the trash or in 
the recycling bin.  You 

can also set up a 3rd box 
of items that can be 

reused and have your 
child help determine if it 

is something you can 
reuse for an art or play 

project.

Play

Freeze Dance 
A fun way to work on Self Regulation!

Have a dance party with a small group of kids or 
family members and tell everyone that when you stop 
the music, they must hold very still. The first person to 
move is eliminated for the next round. The winner is 

the last one dancing. 
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Jack Be Nimble

Jack be nimble,

Jack be quick,

Jack jump over

the candlestick. 
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Tuesday, May 12 

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Beginning Sound Match

Complete the sheet by circling 
the letter that matches the 

beginning sound of the word.

Beginning Sounds
Mystery Bag

Place two or three objects 
beginning with the same letter 
in a bag (such as ball, bug, and 
button for B). Have the child 
pull each item out of the bag 

and name each item and  guess 
the “mystery letter”.

Cut, Sort, Pattern: Attributes
1. Cut out the images.
2. Sort the images by 

attribute.
3. Count each pile.

How many POLKA DOTS? 

How many ZIG ZAGS?

How many STARS?

How many STRIPES?

How many WAVES?

● Make AB repeating 
patterns. Here is a polka 
dot star pattern:

● Make ABC repeating 
patterns. Here is a zig zag, 
stripes waves pattern:

Attribute Patterns Worksheet

Gross Motor
Consecutive Bounce   

      Bounce a ball 1 time 
and catch it. Bounce it 2 

times and catch it. Bounce 
it 3 times before catching 

it. Try to get all the way to 
10 bounces before 

catching it! (Push with just 
one hand and don’t catch 
it in between bounces.)

Play Store
Use recycling items such 

as pasta boxes or cans and 
bottles to create a 

shopping experience.  

With a recycled store bag 
and pretend money take 
turns being the cashier 

and the customer. 

You could have your child 
take turns stocking items 

on a shelf.

Play

How many ways can you jump? 
Can you start with feet looking one way and flip turn 
so you land with feet looking the other direction? Can 

you jump in a circle like a spinning top or sprinkler? 
Can you jump in a pattern (together/apart or two 

feet/one foot)? Now lay a belt on the floor. Can you 
jump forward and backward over the belt. How about 
sideways, standing next to it? Pretend it is a wide river. 
Can you jump over it? What if it was a tall mountain? 
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Circle the 
beginning 
sound of 

each 
picture.

Beginning Sound Match
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Cut, sort, pattern
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Wednesday, May 13

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

ABC Practice Time!

Complete the worksheet by 
matching uppercase to 

lowercase letters. If this is too 
difficult for your child, focus on 

just learning the uppercase 
letters. 

ABC Back & Forth

Roll a bar or car (anything that 
can be passed back/forth. One 
person starts and says “A”, the 

next person says “B”, going back 
and forth or around the group if 

more than two people are 
playing. See if you can make it 

Z!  It’s OK if you can’t.
Your child can use an ABC 

chart to help them figure out 
what comes next.

Make a Pile of Spoons

Make a pile of 3 spoons.
● Now put 1 more spoon in 

the pile. How many do 
you have now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

Make a pile of 6 spoons.
● Now put 1 more spoon in 

the pile. How many do 
you have now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

Number Matching Worksheet

The Glitter Jar 

This activity can teach 
children how strong 

emotions can take hold, 
and how to find peace 

when these strong 
emotions feel 

overwhelming.

Sorting Into Your 
Recycling Center

Sort different recyclable 
materials.  Use different 
bottles, boxes, cans.  Sort 

into groups with your 
child.  Allow your child to 
be creative and decide the 

types of groups.

Play

Say Something Nice

Materials: Beach ball
To get this game started, the children should stand in a 
circle and an adult should toss a beachball to one of the 

children while saying something nice to that child. 
Once that child catches the ball, they should then toss 

it to another child while saying something nice to 
them. Play continues until everyone has had a turn to 

say something nice to someone.

21
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Circle the lowercase letter that matches the uppercase letter. 

ABC Practice - Letter Match
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Draw a line from each number to the matching set of objects.
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Thursday, May 14

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Guided Drawing

Follow the steps to draw the 
bear . Add a body and more  
details to tell a story. How 

many bears will be in your 
story? What will they do?  

ABC’s
Sing/say the alphabet. Use the 
alphabet sheet to point to each 

letter as you say it.

Math Game 

Go Fish!
Goal: Make a number match.

1. Give 3 Number Cards to each 
player. 

2. Put the other cards in the 
discard pile.

3. Take turns asking each other 
for a card to make a match. 

4. If you have the card, give it.  
This makes a match.

5. If you do not have the card, say 
“Go Fish.” This means take a 
card from the discard pile.

6. Keep making matches until all 
of the cards are gone.

7. How many matches did each 
person get? 

Dice Dots Worksheet

Gross Motor: Scarf Tricks 
Toss a scarf (or balloon) in 

the air and catch it. 

Now try throwing it up and 
clapping your hands before 

you catch it. 

Now try touching the floor, 
stomping your feet, or 

spinning in a circle before 
catching it. 

Invent and practice other 
tricks before showing them 

off to your family.

Make a New Toy

Create something out of 
recyclables.  Car, doll, 
airplane or building.  

Bottle caps can be eyes, 
boxes can be bodies, 

paper towel rolls can be 
arms and legs!  Make a 

garage for toy cars out of 
a cereal box  

Be creative!  

Play

Car or Doll Wash

Place water and soap in a plastic tub or bathtub. Add 
rags, sponges, toothbrushes and let your child wash 

their toys! Water play is very calming to children.
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Friday, May 15

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Is it a Letter or  a Number?

Complete the letter or number 
sort by cutting, sorting and 

gluing.  

Pro tip - sort, then check, fix 
any mistakes, then glue. 

1/l is included. Talk with your 
child about how they look the 
same! How can you tell if it is a 
letter or a number when you’re 

reading?

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Making Sets Together

Put the Numeral Cards in order 
from 1-10 (or use the Number 

Cards 1-20) just like you did for 
the Number Train on Monday.

Use toys or blocks or snack or 
pennies to make the numbers 

on each card.

Color By Number Worksheet

Scissor Time

Cut out the dinosaur zig 
zags. Grown ups - cut the 

page into strips first. 

If you think the zigzags will 
be too hard, have your 
child cut the page into 

strips and trace the zig zags 
with their finger.   

Recycling Songs and 
Games

Look for the sheet 
behind this page to find 

the page called 
“Recycling Songs and 

Games”.

Play, sing, and enjoy!

Play

Obstacle Course

With your parent’s permission, set up an obstacle 
course around your house. You can use tables to crawl 

under, chairs to heel-walk between, beds to climb 
over, steps to jump down from, and toys to gallop 

around. Pick as many different types of movements 
and directions as you can think of.
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Letters Numbers
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Grown up 
cuts into 
strips on 
the 
dotted 
line.
 
Child cuts 
the zig 
zag to the 
dinosaur.
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Songs and Games

Turtle Diary Recycling Game
https://www.turtlediary.com/game/recycling-waste.html

How to Recycle - song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q53kNmxTgPw&vl=
en

Recycle Song by Jack Hartman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyhbovE5lrk

We’ve Got the Whole World In Our Hands
https://youtu.be/eIQUOIyE7q0

Recycling Songs and Games

Pick up Litter
(Sung To: "If Your Happy And You Know It")

If you see a piece of litter pick it up
If you see a piece of litter pick it up
You will make the world look better
If you pick up all the litter.
If you see a piece of litter, pick it up

Recycling For Our Earth
(Sung to: "Mary Had a Little Lamb")

Hear the cans go crunch, crunch, crunch,
Crunch, crunch, crunch, crunch, crunch, crunch,
Hear the cans go crunch, crunch, crunch,
Recycle for our earth.

Hear the bottle go ding, ding, ding
Ding, ding, ding, ding, ding, ding,
Hear the bottle go ding, ding, ding
Recycle for our earth.

Hear the paper go crinkle, crinkle, crinkle
crinkle, crinkle, crinkle, crinkle, crinkle, crinkle
Hear the paper go crinkle, crinkle, crinkle
Recycle for our earth

https://www.turtlediary.com/game/recycling-waste.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q53kNmxTgPw&vl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q53kNmxTgPw&vl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyhbovE5lrk
https://youtu.be/eIQUOIyE7q0


Early Childhood
Learning Activities: 

May 18-22
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Monday, May 18

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Read the Nursery Rhyme of 
the Week: This Little Piggy

Look ahead: Friday’s drawing 
activity is a fun piggy guided 

drawing 

Review this nursery rhyme several 
times over the week.

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story.

How High Can You Count? 
Bounce or Roll

Get something that can bounce 
or roll, like a ball, car, or can.

Roll or bounce to someone in 
your family. Each time you roll 
or bounce, take turns says a 
number word to count forward.

How high can you count?
Can you count to 10?
Can you count to 30?

Can you count to 100?
Can you count to 200?

Now try counting backwards as 
you roll or bounce.

Can you count backwards 
from 5? from 10?

 from 30? from 100?

Numeral Writing Worksheet

You are my sunshine!

Trace the sun shape.

Color it in.

Draw your family 
underneath. 

Can you write their 
names too?

Recycle Clothing

Find several pieces of 
clothing that have 
buttons.  Count the 

buttons and describe their 
color and shape.  Have 

your child practice 
fastening buttons.  Talk 
about ways to recycle 

clothing.  (Save for little 
sister, donate to clothing 

closets or shelters).

Play

Smell the flower, blow out the candle breathing

Have your kids focus on taking in a long, slow breath 
to smell the flower and exhaling steadily to blow out. 

the candle.
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This little piggy went to market,

This little piggy stayed home,

This little piggy had roast beef,

This little piggy had none.

This little piggy went ...

Wee, wee, wee,

all the way home!

This Little Piggy



40Numeral Writing Worksheet
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You are my sunshine!



Tuesday, May 19

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Beginning Sound Match

Complete the worksheet by 
circling the letter that matches 

the beginning sound of the 
word.

Beginning Sound Hide & Seek
& Following Directions

Find an item from around your 
house. Talk about the beginning 

sound of the item before you 
hide it. 

Let your child seek out the item 
by giving directions. 

(Ex: Car-starts with the /c/ 
sound. Hide it while child 

counts. Direct your child by 
saying ‘Look under the couch”)

Repeat a few times.

Cut, Sort, Pattern: Shapes
1. Cut out the shapes.
2. Sort the  shapes.
3. Count each pile.

How many CIRCLES? 

How many TRIANGLES?

How many RECTANGLES?

● Make AB repeating 
patterns. Here is a circle 
rectangle pattern:

● Make ABB repeating 
patterns. Here is a triangle 
circle circle pattern:

● Make ABC repeating 
patterns. Here is a 
rectangle triangle circle 
pattern:

Shape Patterns Worksheet

Toy Knockdown! 
      Put 10 toys or stuffed animals 

in a line. Ball up a some socks 
inside of each other and stand 5 
giant steps away from your row 

of toys. 

Try to roll your sock ball at only 
one toy at a time. (Remember to 
have your palm look at where 

you are aiming.) 

Now try kicking the sock ball at 
only one toy. (Aim by pointing 

toes at your target.) Can you 
knock down only one toy at a 

time?

Recycling Tracing

Look for the Recycling 
Tracing page.   Have 

your child trace the lines 
and talk with your child 

about why the items 
would go into recycling.

Play

Mindful Feet 

This simple exercise gets kids to be more aware of their 
bodies and helps them find a way to be present in the 

moment.
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Circle the 
beginning 
sound of 

each 
picture.

Beginning Sound Match



44Shape Patterns
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Recycling Tracing
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Mindful Feet

You can start by asking your child to remove her shoes to make the activity even more relaxing. Then ask your 
child to sit or stand relaxed with both feet firmly on the ground.
Ask her to breathe normally and take a moment to notice how she is feeling right now. This exercise is easier to do 
if you close your eyes, so ask your child to close her eyes if she feels comfortable doing so.Ask her to bring her 
attention to the soles of her feet by pushing them softly against the ground for a short moment. Ask her to pay 
attention to her feet, how they make contact with the ground and possibly her shoes. How does it feel? Soft or 
hard? Can she feel her socks? Give her time to focus and investigate.
Continue to ask questions: How do her heels feel? Her toes? Can she feel the space between her toes? Ask her to 
move her toes a little bit and try again. You can even ask her to locate each toe individually by having her pay 
attention to them one by one.
Be curious. Ask if her feet are warm or cold. If you happen to be outside, is there a slight breeze to be felt on the 
skin? A tingling sensation somewhere?
Whatever is happening, simply ask her to rest her attention there. See if she can have her mind think about her feet 
and nothing else.



Wednesday, May 20

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

ABC Practice Time!

Complete the worksheets by 
matching uppercase to 

lowercase letters.

If this is too difficult for your 
child, focus on just learning 

the uppercase letters.

Alphabet Train

Re-use the letter cards from  
booklet 1 and put them in 

order like a train. Can you say 
the letter sound this time as 

you put it together?! 

Draw a Group of Apples

Draw a pile of 5 apples.
● Now pretend to eat 1 and 

cross it out. How many do 
you have now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

Draw a pile of 8 apples.
● Now pretend to eat 1 and 

cross it out. How many do 
you have now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

Number Matching Worksheet

Feel Bag        

Put 3 things into a paper 
grocery bag or pillow case. 

Without peeking can your 
hands tell what’s inside? 

Pick 3 new things. Sit on 
the floor and this time try 
to figure out what’s inside 
by feeling with your feet! 

Boxes

Select cereal or other 
colorful boxes and help 
your child cut the boxes 

into shapes and make 
them into something 

new!  

Maybe a robot, flower, or 
a creative art project!  So 
many creative ways to 

reuse these boxes!

Play

How are you feeling today? 

Tell each other how you feel and why. 
Draw a picture to show how you are feeling.

Use the feelings cards for some feeling words!
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I am feeling ________  
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Circle the lowercase letter that matches the uppercase letter. 

ABC Practice - Letter Match
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Draw a line from 
each number to the 
matching set of 
objects.



Thursday, May 21

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Guided Drawing

Follow the steps to draw the 
pig. Add a body and other 

details to tell a story. What 
will your piggy do?  Will he 
run from the big bad wolf? 

Will he go to the market? Will 
he play with his piggy friends? 

ABC’s
Sing/say the alphabet. Use the 
alphabet sheet to point to each 

letter as you say it.

Math Game - Memory
Goal: Make a number match.
1. Place 12 Number Cards in a 

3-by-4 array. Put the cards face 
down so you can’t see the 
numbers. 

2. Put the rest of the cards in the 
discard pile.

3. Take turns flipping over two 
cards.

4. If they make a match, take the 
cards. Replace them with two 
more cards from the discard 
pile.

5. If they do not match, flip them 
back over.

6. Keep making matches until all 
of the cards are gone.

7. How many matches did each 
person get? 

How Many Dots Worksheet

Two-hand Catch     

Toss a small toy back and 
forth between your hands, 
following with your eyes. 

Now with one hand
     held above your head, 
drop the toy and catch it 
with your opposite hand. 

Switch your drop and
     catch hands. Now try to 

drop and catch the toy with 
the same hand! Give the 

other hand a turn.

Recognize and Color the 
Recycle Symbol

Behind this sheet is a 
coloring page with the 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

Symbol.  Have your child 
color the page to 

decorate your home 
recycling center.

Play

Giant Self Portrait

Get a piece of paper or tape smaller papers together. 
Trace your child. Ask him/her what do they like about 

themselves? 
You can also use chalk to trace outside on a sidewalk!
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54Guided drawing
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Friday, May 22

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Underwater or In the Air?

Complete the worksheet by 
cutting, sorting and gluing the 
pictures. Would you find the 
pictures underwater or up in 

the air?

Answer key
Underwater: fish, octopus, 

dolphin, turtle, shark
In the air: butterfly, kite, bee, 

plane, bird, goose

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Make a Shape Picture Together

Use the shapes from Tuesday to 
make a picture. Glue the shapes.

You could make anything! 
Maybe a dinosaur

Or a house
Or a butterfly

Or a truck

Then count how many circles, 
triangles, and rectangles you 

used. Count how many shapes 
altogether.

Color By Number Worksheet

Scissor Time

Color the balloons.

Trace the string.

Cut the string.

Earth Day Sorting 
Activity

On the next page find 
the sheet for this 

activity.  Cut out the 
small boxes with images 
and sort them into the 
two big boxes for Trash 

and Recycle.  Play this as 
a game with your child.

Play

Heartbeat Exercise 

Paying attention to one’s heartbeat has a role in many 
mindfulness exercises and activities. 

What does your heartbeat do if you are running fast?

What does your heartbeat do if you are breathing 
slowly with your eyes closed?

See the sheet that is behind this page.
57
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Underwater In the air
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61Make a Shape Picture Together
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Trash Recycle
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water bottle diaper soda can can

tissue food scraps newspaper paper bag

milk jug cat litter box paper
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Color, trace, cut
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Early Childhood
Learning Activities: 

May 25-29
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Monday, May 25

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Rhyme Time!

Read the Nursery Rhyme of the 
Week: Hickory Dickory Dock

Can you pick out the words that 
rhyme?  dock-clock

Can you make a list or draw 
pictures of other words that 

rhyme?

Review this nursery rhyme several 
times over the week 

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Start-Stop Counting
1. Put the numeral cards 1-10 

or 1-20 in two mixed-up 
piles.

2. Flip over a card from the 
first pile. This is the number 
you start counting.

3. Flip over a card from the 
second pile. This is the 
number you stop counting.

You might count forward or 
backward.

It might look and sound like 
this:

START                STOP

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

START                STOP

15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8

Numbers Before and After 
Worksheet

Ice Cream Connection

Connect the ice cream to 
the cone by tracing 
between the lines. 

Recycle Toys
Have your child choose a 

favorite stuffed animal 
or toy.  Place the toy in 

different locations using 
direction words (on, 
under, over, behind, 

near, far, above, below, 
and away).

Help your child select an 
animal or two to 
recycle/donate.

Play

Go for a listening walk.

There are all kinds of sounds to be discovered outside, 
especially in the Springtime.  Listen for, imitate, and 

then talk about the sounds that are all around.
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Hickory dickory dock. 
The mouse went up the clock

The clock struck one. 
The mouse went down
Hickory dickory dock

Tick tock, tick tock, tick tock, tick tock…

Hickory Dickory Dock
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Connect the 
cone to the ice 

cream by 
tracing 

between the 
lines

Ice Cream Connection



Tuesday, May 26

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Beginning Sound Match

Complete the following 
worksheet finding and writing 

the letters to match the 
beginning sound for each 

word/picture.

Up-Down with Beginning 
Sounds

Say two words, and have kids 
stand up if the words begin 
with the same sound. Have 

them sit down if they do not. 
For example,

cat – cow (stand up)
hat – goat (sit down)

Cut, Sort, Pattern: Rhythm
1. Cut out rhythm pictures
2. Sort the images by 

rhythm.
3. Count each pile.

How many SNAPS? 

How many CLAPS?

How many LEGS?

How many SHOULDERS?

How many STAMPS?

● Make AB repeating 
patterns. Here is a snap 
clap pattern::

● Make AAB repeating 
patterns. Here is a 
shoulder shoulder stamp 
pattern::

Rhythm Patterns Worksheet

Pond Rocks

Place small pillows around 
on the floor and have child 
step on pillows pretending

to walk on rocks in the 
water.

Planting

Collect toilet paper tubes 
and cut in half.  Fold the 
bottoms in.  Fill with soil 
and plant a seed.  Watch 

them grow!  Plant 
outside when ready.  

You can plant the tube in 
the ground.  Make sure 

you keep watering your 
seed so it will grow!

Play

Sensory Bin

Make a bean, rice, cereal, or grass  sensory bin. Place 
dry items  in a tub with vehicles and animals. Add 

bowls and tongs!
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Wednesday, May 27

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

ABC Practice Time!

Complete the following 
worksheets by matching 

uppercase to lowercase letters.
If this is too difficult for your 

child, focus on just learning the 
uppercase letters.

ABC’ BINGO

Re-Use BINGO boards and the 
letter cards from Booklet 1.  

Each player gets a BINGO card. 
The Caller picks a letter and 

calls it out. Whoever has that 
letter on their board, covers it. 

Can you get all your letters 
covered before the others? If so, 

say “BINGO!”

Make a Pile of Blocks

Make a pile of 4 blocks.
● Now put 1 more block in 

the pile. How many do 
you have now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

Make a pile of 9 blocks.
● Now put 1 more block in 

the pile. How many do 
you have now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

● Put 1 more. How many 
now?

Ten Frame Dots Worksheet

Using your ears

Designate a clear, safe space for 
this activity and be sure to have 
an adult supervising! Children 
take turns being a leader and a 
follower. When it is the child’s 

turn to follow, they are 
blindfolded…no peeking! The 
leader gives the blindfolded 

friend directions to move 
around the room.  For example, 

he may say, “take 4 steps 
forward” or “turn to your right.”  

You may need to assist the 
leading child with their 

directions until they catch 
on…be creative!

Ramps

Use paper towel tubes or 
empty cereal boxes to 
make ramps for small 

cars or other small 
objects to see how fast 

they move!  How steep is 
the ramp?  Does that 

make a difference?  Does 
it matter how big the 

racing object is?  Why? 
Try many different 

things!

Play

Play Simon Says

Children have to perform an action only when the 
leader says, “Simon Say do…”.  For example, if the leader 
says “Simon Says touch your toes” and all the children 
touch their toes.  If the leader says “Touch your toes”, 

no one should touch their toes. Great for self 
regulation!
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Circle the matching lowercase letter with the 
uppercase letter in each row.

Q     s      p     q
R       n      r      t 
S   s      f      z
T   l      k      t
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Circle the matching lowercase letter with the 
uppercase letter in each row.

U     d      u     n
V       n      v     u 
W   d      m    w



82Make dots in the ten-frame to match the number.



Thursday, May 28

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Guided Drawing
Draw the mouse and add 
details to tell a story. How 

many mice  will be in your 
story? Where will they be? 

What will they do?

ABC’s
Sing/say the alphabet. Use the 
alphabet sheet to point to each 

letter as you say it.

Math Game - 

Compare

Goal: Compare 2 cards and win 
both if you have the greater 

number.

1. Pass out all of the Number 
Cards with half to one player 
and half to the other player.

2. Each player puts out one card 
face up at the same time.

3. If you have the card with the 
greater number, say “MORE!” 
and take both cards.

4. If both cards are the same, 
each person takes one.

5. Keep playing until one person 
wins all of the cards.

6. How many cards does the 
winner have?

Dot to Dot Worksheet

Shaving Cream Drawing   

At bath-time spread 
shaving crème in the tub 

by your feet. See if you can 
draw 5 shapes with one 

foot. ‘Erase’ the shapes with 
the other foot. Give both 
feet a turn to draw and 

erase.

Litter Walk
Go on a “litter” walk 

with a grown up.  Look 
around as you walk.  

What kinds of 
litter/trash do you see 
on your walk.  Have a 
grownup help you list 
what you find.  When 

you get home, talk about 
your walk.  Did you find 

more plastic, paper, or 
metal on your walk? 

Where do you think the 
litter came from?

Play

Bumblebee Breathing Today!

See the sheet for Bumblebee Breathing 
behind this page.
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Friday, May 29

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Insect or Animal?

Complete the worksheet by 
cutting, sorting, gluing. Is the 

picture an Insect or an Animal?

Answer key:
Insect: ant, grasshopper, 
ladybug, bee, butterfly

Animal: koala bear, dog, bird, 
penguin, cat

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Make Math Stories Together

Take turns telling  math stories 
together.

For example, 2 kids are on the 
swings. 2 more kids come 

outside to swing. How many 
kids are on the swings?

Or, 5 fish are swimming. 3 fish 
swim away. How many fish are 

left?

You can pretend to act out your 
stories with stuffed animals or 

toys. You can draw your stories.

Color by Number Worksheet

Scissor Time

Color the flowers.

Color the ladybird.

Trace the lines.

Cut the lines.

Earth Day I Spy

Look for the Earth Day I 
Spy sheet behind this 

page.  

Take turns with your 
child and help them look 
for different Earth Day 
and Recycling images.  

You can help them count 
how many of each!

Play

Make a Card 

Choose  someone special and make a card for the 
person using pictures and words!
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Color, trace, cut
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Early Childhood
Learning Activities: 

June 1-5
93



Monday, June 1

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Rhyme Time!

Read the Nursery Rhyme of the 
Week: Mary Had a Little Lamb

Can you pick out the words that 
rhyme?  (snow-go))

Can you make a list or draw 
pictures of other words that 

rhyme?

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story.

One More/One Less 
Bounce or Roll

Get something that can bounce 
or roll, like a ball, car, or can. Roll 
or bounce to someone in your 
family. Each time you roll or 
bounce, say a number word to 
count.

When you family member 
bounces or rolls it back, they 
will say, “one more!” or “one 
less!”
If they say, “one more!” you say 
the number that comes after.
If they say, “one less!” you say 
the number that comes before.

It might sound like this:
1 - roll - one more! - roll
2 - roll - one more! - roll
3 - roll - one more! - roll
4 - roll - one less! - roll
3 - roll - one less! - roll

2 - roll

Missing Numbers Worksheet

Letter Tracing

Use your finger to trace 
the letters of your name.  

Say the name of the letter 
as you trace it. 

Use a pencil eraser, 
chopstick or capped 

marker to trace the letters 
of your name. 

Use the large letter 
tracing cards

Bird Watching

Use two toilet paper tubes 
to make binoculars for 

bird watching.  Encourage 
your child to color the 

tubes and then tape them 
together.  Help your child 

describe the birds by 
name, color, size, or 

markings.

Play

Ready, Set, Wiggle 

The leader calls out “Ready…Set…Wiggle”  and 
everyone wiggles their bodies.  The leader calls out 

“Ready…Set…Watermelon.”  No one should move.  The 
leader calls out “Ready…Set…Wigs”.  No one moves.  

The leader calls out “Ready…Set…Wiggle”..  Everyone 
wiggles again.  You can change this to whatever 
wording you want.  The purpose is to have the 

children waiting to move until a certain word is said 
out loud. 94
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Mary had a little lamb,
Its fleece was white as snow;

And everywhere that Mary went
The lamb was sure to go.

It followed her to school one day,
Which was against the rule;

It made the children laugh and play
To see a lamb at school.

Mary Had A Little Lamb
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Missing Numbers Worksheet - Fill in the missing numbers.

Missing Numbers worksheet



Tuesday,  June 2

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Beginning Sound Matching

Complete the following 
worksheet finding and writing 

the letters to match the 
beginning sound for each 

word/picture.

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story.

Cut, Sort, Pattern: Pictures
1. Cut out the pictures
2. Sort the pictures
3. Count each pile.

How many TREES? 

How many BALLS?

How many CLOTHES?

How many BUILDINGS?

● Make ABCD  repeating 
patterns, like trees balls 
clothes buildings repeat.

● Make ABBC repeating 
patterns, like balls trees 
trees buildings repeat.

Letter Patterns Worksheet

Measuring with                                     
     
How long is your bed? 
Stand on the floor at the 
edge of the head of your 
bed. Place one foot 
directly in front of the 
other in line so toes of the 
second foot touch heels of 
the first. 

Keep doing this and count 
how many          it takes 
you to reach the bottom 
of your bed. 

What else can you 
measure this way?

Bowling

Make a game out of 
recycled plastic bottles.  

Fill 3-5 bottles with a little 
water to weigh them 

down.  Arrange them like 
bowling pins.  What shape 

does it look like?

A Triangle

Now, find a toy ball to 
bowl those bottles over!

Play

What is one thing that you are really good at? 

Draw and write about it!
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I am good at...



Wednesday,  June 3

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

ABC Practice Time!

Complete the following sheets 
by matching uppercase to 

lowercase letters.
If this is too difficult for your 

child, focus on just learning the 
uppercase letters.

Move with the ABC’s

 Start at the beginning of the 
alphabet and use all letters. 
Name each letter and touch 

your head. Then, give the letter 
sound and touch your waist. 
Lastly, say a word that starts 

with the letter and touch your 
toes.

Draw a Group of Crackers

Draw a pile of 6 crackers.
● Now pretend to eat 1 and 

cross it out. How many do 
you have now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

Draw a pile of 10 crackers.
● Now pretend to eat 1 and 

cross it out. How many do 
you have now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

● Cross out 1. How many 
now?

Ten Frames Dot Worksheet

Baby Bumblebee

Get a balloon and fill with 
rice, beans, flour or sand. 
Draw eyes and stripes to 

make it look like a 
bumblebee.

Or get a hand size soft toy. 

As you sing Baby 
Bumblebee squish your 

“bumblebee” 

Building with Boxes

Take old boxes and use 
them as blocks.  See what 

creative things you can 
build.

Play

Water Paint Outside

Grab a bucket or container of water and have your 
child draw pictures on the sidewalk outside.
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Circle the matching lowercase letter with the 
uppercase letter in each row.

X     w      x      e
Y       y      g      h 
Z   d      s      z



105Make dots in the ten-frame to match the number.
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Verse 1:  Have kids walk or run around carrying their bumblebee balloons 
(they could also walk on a balance beam or a line)

I’m bringing home a baby bumblebee,
Won’t my mommy be so proud of me,
I’m bringing home a baby bumblebee,

Ouch! It stung me!

Verse 2:  Show kids how to SQUEEZE that bumblebee!!  Careful not to use nails or 
it will rip!!   Have them use both hands together and then alternate between 

hands, one at a time.

I’m squishing up the baby bumblebee,
Won’t my mommy be so proud of me,

I’m squishing up a baby bumblebee,
Ooh! It’s yucky!



Thursday,  June 4

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Guided Drawing
Draw the tiger and add details 
to tell a story. How many tigers 
will be in your story? Where will 

they be? What will they do?

ABC’s

Sing/say the alphabet. Use the 
alphabet sheet to point to each 

letter as you say it.

Math Game 

Double Compare

Goal: Compare two pairs of  
cards and win all  if you have 

the greatest total  number.

1. Pass out all of the  Quantity 
Cards with half to one player 
and half to the other player.

2. Each player puts out two  cards 
face up at the same time.

3. If the total of both of your cards is 
more than the total of your 
friend’s cards, say “MORE!” and 
take all four cards.

4. If the totals of both pairs of  cards 
are the same, each person takes 
two.

5. Keep playing until one person 
wins all of the cards.

6. How many cards does the 
winner have?

Dot to Dot Worksheet

Down to Up 

Lay on your back and roll 
up into criss-cross 
applesauce - - without 
using your hands!

 

Now try to get from 
criss-cross applesauce into 
standing without using 
your hands.

Instruments

Make a musical 
instrument from a 

recycled can or bottle.  
Place rice, beans, rocks, 
or something you have 
on hand that will make 
sound when you shake 
the container.  Decorate 
your instrument with 
whatever makes you 

happy!  Shake it in 
rhythm to your favorite 

songs.

Play

Go on a spring nature walk. Identify things you see 
around you like flowers, leaves on trees, etc. Have 
children draw a picture of what they saw on their 
nature walk. 
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Friday,  June 5

Reading & Writing Math Sensory/Motor Recycle

Fruit or Vegetable?

Complete the worksheet by 
cutting, sorting and gluing. Is it 

a Fruit or a Vegetable?

Answer key
Fruit: banana, orange, cherry, 

watermelon, pear, kiwi, 
strawberry

Vegetable: potato, pumpkin, 
peppers, broccoli, carrot

Story Time

Read a book of your child’s 
choice. Use one of the questions 
from the question guide (page 
8) to talk with your child about 

the story. 

Read and Count Together

Choose a book and count on 
each page.

Count the pictures.

Count the words.

Count the letters for your name.

Count the pages.

Color By Number Worksheet

Celebration Day

Celebrate the end of this 
unit by singing some of 
the recycling/Earth Day 

songs provided.  

Have a family relay race 
to divide paper, plastics, 

and cans!

Play

I Spy a Fingerprint

Together make fingerprint cards. An inkpad works the 
best, however tempera paint washes off more easily. 
Look at each other’s prints under a magnifying glass 

explaining how unique each print is. We have 
fingerprints of our very own unlike anyone else’s.
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Scissor Time

Color the rockets.

Trace the lines.

Cut the lines.

Blast off!
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Fruit Vegetable
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Color, trace, cut
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Early Childhood
Optional 

Learning Resources
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Want to know more? QR Codes are included that link to videos and additional information on the topic.
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Music Activity Directions
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Music Activity Directions
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Early Childhood Optional Online 
and Digital Learning Resources

Websites:

● Jack Hartmann Kids Music Channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVcQH8A634mauPr
GbWs7QlQ

● Super Simple Songs - Kids Songs: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/SuperSimpleSongs

● Storyline Online: 
https://www.storylineonline.net/

● Starfall (also an app): 
https://www.starfall.com/h/

● ABCya: https://www.abcya.com/

● Art for Kids Hub: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtforKidsHub

● PBS Kids: https://pbskids.org/

● Cosmic Kids Yoga: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga

● Harry Kindergarten Music: 
https://www.youtube.com/user/HarryKindergarten

● Scholastic Learn At Home PreK-K: 
https://classroommagazines.scholastic.com/support/learnat
home/grades-prek-k.html?promo_code=6294&magazineNa
me=classroommagazines

Television Shows:

PBS Kids: https://pbskids.org/, 

Channel 41.4

● Word World 
● Wild Kratts
● Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood
● WordGirl
● Sid the Science Kid
● Dinosaur Train
● Super Why!
● Sesame Street
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Thank you to the Charlottesville City Schools teachers and the 
Waynesboro Public Schools teachers who collaborated on this 

learning plan.


